Ph.D. MINIGUIDE: FACTS AND FIGURES

WHY JOIN US?

RESEARCH INSTITUTES
- Faculty mentors
- Teaching opportunities
- Small cohorts
- National ranking

WHO ARE WE?
- Our students & graduates represent many parts of the world

A DIVERSITY OF DISCIPLINES
- Disciplines where we award Ph.D. degrees:
  - Public Affairs
  - Social Policy
  - Political Science
  - Economic Policy

WE HAVE BEEN AROUND SINCE
- 1976

QUICK STATS
- # of current students: 373 (in spring)
- % of students who receive financial assistance: 85%
- # of students by 2020 cohort: 5

A DIVERSITY OF COHORTS
- # of applications received in 2019: 232
- # of applications received in 2018: 44

STUDENT PRESENTATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS
- # of publications: 41
- # of presentations: 25

SELECTED JOURNALS WHERE OUR STUDENTS PUBLISH
- Addictive Behaviors
- Journal of Studies on Alcohol and Drugs
- Journal of Addiction Disorders
- Journal of the American Board of Family Medicine
- Clinical Child Family Psychology Review
- Supportive Care in Cancer
- Eating Disorders

MEDIAN GRE SCORES
- Verbal: 156.3
- Quantitative: 151
- Analytical: 4.03

GENDER RATIOS
- 33% Male
- 67% Female

ESTIMATED COST OF LIVING
- $37,956 in-state
- $48,083 out-of-state

INCLUDES BOOK, BOARD, ROOMS, TUITION, INCENTIVES FOR A ACADEMIC YEAR = SUMMER